ABSTRACT Stereo video streaming is an emerging topic ever since the popularity of stereo video in the recent years. In this paper, we consider the anaglyph video, which displays the red channel in left view and green/blue channel in right view, respectively. The traditional anaglyph streaming system transmits full RGB components of both views and those results in greater bandwidth consumption. In this paper, we present two novel algorithms to improve the traditional anaglyph system. For the first, we transmit the color channels that will be viewed by the users, and then we rearrange the data to adapt to the standard video compression format. For the second, we propose to perform video demosaicing in the post-processing stage instead of the pre-processing stage as in the traditional system. In addition, we develop a gradientbased stereo matching technique integrated with our demosaicing algorithm for better retrieval of observed data. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed anaglyph video streaming system outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms in both objective and subjective comparisons.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the usage of 3D vision applications such as 3D-TV, 3D video, and 3D games have risen in daily life. The 3D video is generally classified into multiview video and stereo video and this paper will focus on the latter. As reported in [1] , stereo vision is the result of retinal disparity. There are several techniques to compose stereo images for stereo vision simulation (e.g., anaglyph, polarizing, shutter glasses, head mounted display, etc.), where the simulated visual effect depends on its formation process [2] . Among them, anaglyph is one of the simplest method to synthesize the stereo image. To create an anaglyph, red channel from the left view and green/blue channels from the right view are extracted, as illustrated in Fig.1 . Though ghosting artifact [3] and chromatic aberration [4] were presented in the synthesized results, anaglyph is still widely used due to its low cost and thus attracts the attention of researchers [1] , [3] - [6] .
For better performance of TV broadcasting and online streaming service, the transmission of stereo video is an important issue. Stereo video transmission comprises preprocessing, compression, and postprocessing [5] , where the storage of input video, anaglyph stereo synthesis, and demosaicing are the main procedures in the preprocessing stage. In general, existing single-sensor cameras capture the scene in the way of color filter array (CFA) as the input during preprocessing, where each sensor pixel only samples one of three primary color values (i.e. R/G/B channel) [7] . As illustrated in Fig.2 , Bayer pattern [8] is the most commonly adopted form of CFA. There have been several demosaicing algorithms to reconstruct the full color channel on each pixel, which can be classified into spatial and temporal demosaicing in the literature [9] , [10] . Primitive spatial demosaicing methods such as nearest-neighbor, bilinear, and bicubic interpolation frequently suffer from zipper effect or blocking/blurring artifacts. Hence, the correlation between color channels has been considered to alleviate such prediction errors. Adams [11] and Cok [12] proposed to transform the RGB image into HSV color space and exploit the inter-channel information to perform demosaicing. Hamilton et al. [13] , [14] applied the second-order Laplacian filter to determine the gradient consistency between color channels prior to interpolation. Chang et al. [15] proposed to separately compute linear combination along 8-direction in a local 3 × 3 mask, followed by selecting the one with minimum output as the new kernel contributed to demosaicing. A comprehensive analysis and comparison among these stateof-the-art spatial demosaicing algorithms can be referred from [16] for more details.
In addition to spatial demosaicing, we also incorporate the temporal domain process, which determines the correlation between adjacent frames for video processing. By exploiting information along time axis, we can reconstruct the static scenes and moving objects through temporal demosaicing in a better way. However, to the best of our knowledge, there isn't enough works related to temporal demosaicing in comparison with the spatial demosaicing literature. Based on the spatial demosaiced result, Wu and Zhang [9] adopted motion estimation in green channel to find the matching reference pixel in which the block possess the minimum sum of absolute differences (SAD) with respect to the target, followed by setting constraints for selective pixel-wise compensation. Performing motion estimation on the green channel is due to the fact that the amount of available pixel values of green channel is twice as red/blue channels, and hence it is more reliable in the Bayer pattern CFA. After fetching the corresponding information of green channel from temporal neighbors, the reconstruction of red/blue channels can be achieved in a robust manner. Similar to [9] , Wu and Zhang [10] proposed an improved temporal demosaicing algorithm that searches pixel correspondence on a down-sampled scale for more efficiency and accuracy. Although promising results were reported in the above methods, certain prediction errors might arise. The performance gets limited when applied to stereo video, for that more complex pixel correspondence is required, an improvement of this scenario is one of the main contributions of this paper.
On the other hand, to decrease the encoding complexity of the single-sensor cameras,the image reconstruction (i.e. CFA demosaicing)gets proceeded after compression is proposed as an alternative instead of standard transmission [17] , [18] . Gastaldi et al. [19] proposed to integrate the motion prediction to decrease the data quantity in image compression for single-sensor video camera, while Doutre et al. [20] apply H.264 4:2:2 codec for compression of Bayer CFA, along with switching the order between reconstruction and compression to achieve better video quality than traditional algorithms. In [21] , Chen et al. further proposed to transform the reconstructed RGB channels into YUV color space before compression, where 4:2:0 codec is adopted for encoding. During the transformation process, G channel is placed into Y plane, and RB channels corresponds to UV planes, respectively. By doing so, downsampling procedure in UV planes is available and the completeness of G channel in Y plane can be well preserved. Thus, reduction of computational complexity is achieved for compression, and the overall performance in terms of Peak-to-Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR) is also improved for the compressed video. However, utilization of the abovementioned works are designed for single view only, while intractable for stereo video.
According to [2] , [19] , [20] , the most widely adopted codec in the compression stage of stereo video transmission is H.264/AVC and Multiview Video Coding (MVC). So far, various techniques of H.264/AVC has been well-developed to support numerous consumer products in daily life, and thus it becomes the mainstream among the present compression formats. In this paper, we use H.264/AVC codec for video compression in our experiments.
The framework of traditional stereo video transmission is summarized in Fig.3(a) . During the preprocessing stage, CFA images captured from two views are first received as inputs, followed by demosaicing for full-color channel reconstruction. Next, RGB components are converted into YCbCr space for 4:4:4/4:2:0 compression, where additional downsampling procedure before encoding and upsampling procedure after decoding for video are both required when adopting YCbCr 4:2:0 compression format. Finally, in the postprocessing stage, the compressed video is converted back into RGB color space, and then red channel and green/blue channels are extracted from left view and right view for anaglyph synthesis, respectively. It is worth mentioning that only parts of color channels from each view are required for anaglyph synthesis, hence there information redundancy while transmitting full-color channel, resulting in wastage of data quantity to a certain extent. Based on this observation, our goal is to modify and rearrange the traditional transmission process in a more efficient way while improving the overall performance.
In this paper, we present two novel algorithms for improving the traditional anaglyph video streaming. For the first one, we compress and transmit the red channel from left view and green/blue channels from right view as the fundamental components for anaglyph synthesis, resulting in the reduction of transmission quantity to half of the traditional systems. For the second one, we further conduct demosaicing process in the post-processing stage rather than in the pre-processing stage for better reconstruction of the stereo video. Through our experiments, the proposed streaming system is verified to be superior than the traditional methods in terms of RateDistortion (R-D) curve and visual comparison. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II and Section III, we will present our proposed stereo video streaming system and the associated spatial-temporal demosaicing in detail, respectively. Experimental results in Section IV will verify our improved transmission process, followed by the conclusion of our work in Section V.
II. PROPOSED STEREO VIDEO STREAMING
In this paper, we have proposed two algorithms for stereo video transmission. The flowchart of the first one is shown in Fig.3(b) . We first receive two CFA images from stereo views followed by demosaicing to reconstruct their full-color channels (RGB), and then exploit only parts of color channels for anaglyph synthesis and compression. Specifically, red channel of the synthesized anaglyph is obtained by demosaiced red channel of CFA from left view, and green/blue channels of the synthesized anaglyph is got from demosaiced green/blue channels of CFA from right view. Before compression, we place R,G, and B channels of the anaglyph into Cr-plane, Y-plane, and Cb-plane for adjusting to the YCbCr 4:4:4 encoding format, respectively. The stereo video output is then simply obtained after decoding. We named this streaming as the Proposed-444 method due to the utilization of YCbCr 4:4:4 encoder.
The flowchart of our proposed second algorithm is illustrated in Fig.3(c) . During the preprocessing stage, we similarly start with two CFA images of stereo views as the input pair. After decoding, the demosaicing procedure is performed in the postprocessing stage. To achieve this, we immediately extract red component from CFA of left view and green/blue components from CFA of right view to compose anaglyph, followed by pixel repacking operation and YCbCr 4:2:0 compression. After decoding in the postprocessing stage, we reallocate the red component to left view and the green/blue components to right view by pixel unpacking. The output stereo video can then be derived from demosaiced fullresolution R/GB channels of the left/right view. Note that we additionally propose to integrate spatial and temporal demosaicing for a more promising quality of video reconstruction. We named this streaming as the Proposed-420mono method, for that we adopt YCbCr 4:2:0 format for compression and store all pixel values of anaglyph into the single Y-plane, where we will give details in the following subsections.
A. PROPOSED-444 METHOD
In the Proposed-444 method, we first perform demosaicing to CFA images captured from two views. Full-resolution red channel of left view and green/blue channels of right view VOLUME 5, 2017 were all reconstructed by [22] , [23] , followed by composing resultant RGB channels as the anaglyph image, which we named as color anaglyph and illustrate this in Fig.4 .
T denotes the fullcolor channel image after CFA demosaicing in left view, and
T denotes the full-color channel image after CFA demosaicing in right view. Then the color anaglyph S a can be built by the following equations based on the adoption of red-cyan stereo view: 
Next, we compress the color anaglyph by YCbCr 4:4:4 encoding format, in which the sampling rate required in Y-plane/Cb-plane/Cr-plane are all equal. Rather than additional transformation from RGB to YCbCr color space before compression in the traditional streaming, we immediately allocate complete G/B/R channels into Y/Cb/Cr-plane separately, so that more efficiency can be achieved and certain distortion such as ghosting effect can be also alleviated as reported in [24] . After decoding in the receiver, we obtain the anaglyph stereo video output by simply assigning each full-resolution color channel to their corresponding views.
B. PROPOSED-420MONO METHOD
In the Proposed-420mono method, we first immediately extract sparse sampled red component from CFA of left view and green/blue components from CFA of right view to synthesize anaglyph, which is also a mosaic image with single channel and named as CFA-anaglyph illustrated in Fig.5(a) . Specifically, the pixel value s(x, y) at coordinate (x, y) of the CFA-anaglyph image s can be derived from the following equations: 
= r(2x, 2y),
where W and H denote width and height of the image. l(x, y) and r(x, y) are the pixel values at coordinate (x, y) in the CFA of left view and right view, respectively. Note that equation (3)(4)(5)(6) individually corresponds to R/G/B pixel assignment. We next perform pixel repacking after CFA-anaglyph composition. In the original YCbCr 4:2:0 format, the sampling rate in Cb-plane and Cr-plane is half of the Y-plane along vertical and horizontal axes. To reduce the data quantity for efficient compression, here we allocate the single-channel CFA-anaglyph in Y-plane, while leaving Cb-plane and Cr-plane to be empty. The overall pixel coordinate of R/G/B components in Y-plane is then rearranged such that green pixels are placed into the upper side, and blue/red pixels are placed into the lower-left/lower-right side, respectively. This pixel repacking operation can be seen in Fig.5 (b) and formulated as follows:
After pixel repacking, the CFA-anaglyph is compressed by YCbCr 4:2:0-mono (i.e. only Y-plane is non-empty) format. In postprocessing stage, the receiver conducts pixel unpacking to the Y-plane, for reallocating the sparse sampled R/G/B pixels to their primary coordinates in the corresponding views. Finally, the output anaglyph stereo can be obtained by composing R/G/B channels from left/right view, in which full-resolution color channels are all derived from CFAs demosaicing.
III. DEMOSAICING FOR FULL-COLOR CHANNEL RECONSTRUCTION
According to the previous work [5] , the quality of the reconstructed video compressed by YCbCr 4:2:0 is inferior than the one compressed by YCbCr 4:4:4 during the stereo video transmission process. For that reason YCbCr 4:2:0 format require additional downsampling procedure and thus less observed information is transferred. Hence in this section, we will present an improved demosaicing algorithm integrating spatial and temporal domain to obtain a more favorable output anaglyph stereo video.
A. SPATIAL DEMOSAICING
In the first stage, our goal is to individually perform spatial demosaicing in the red channel of left view and in the green/blue channel of right view based on [25] . In [25] , full color channels (RGB) are considered in a single image, thus we have a modified version in our task. In the CFA image of left view, we focus on the reconstruction of the red channel and thus pixel values of green/blue channels are temporally initialized to zero. On the other hand, we set the pixel values of red channel to zero as an initialization in right view. The composition of anaglyph stereo video can be conducted after demosaicing in both the views. However, low quality of the results is reported in terms of Composite Peakto-Signal Noise Ratio (CPSNR) due to sparse distribution of observed values in the left view. Hence, we propose a local gradient-based stereo matching method to provide additional information before performing spatial demosaicing by [25] .
For each frame t, we first use [22] , [23] to obtain an initially demosaiced estimation R for missing pixels in red channel of the left view and G / B for missing pixels in green/blue channels of the right view, respectively. Next, we exploit the relationship between R and G / B at the same frame t for more available data in red channel reconstruction of left view. For simplicity, we synthesize G and B into a single grey-scale image in the right view. According to [26] , the grey-scale image can be computed by weighted average of RGB channels on each pixel, where the weight of (R, G, B) is set to (0.2999, 0.587, 0.114) for obtaining luma value of Rec. 601 (i.e. most digital standard definition formats). In our task, however, it is necessary to modify this formulation due to lack of color channels in particular views. Specifically, we discard the red channel component and accordingly normalize the weight of channels (G , B ) as (0.8374, 0.1626) to compose the grey-scale image I r of right view, as shown in Fig.6 . On the other hand, we immediately have red channel as the grey-scale image I l of left view.
It is worth noting that, certain artifacts inevitably occur around the edge regions in the demosaicing results of [25] . To address this issue, we apply canny edge detection [27] to the grey-scale image I l of left view on each frame t, and thus obtain binary image Mask t as the edge indicator for refinement. Note that we empirically set the parameter σ to 0.05 in canny detection through our experiments for feasible edge identification. Next, we expand these edge regions by dilation operation of morphology [28] where the structuring element we used is a square block of size 5×5 as support window considered in [25] for weight assignment. The resultant binary image is denoted as Mask t and shown in Fig.7 . According to Mask t , our goal is to find the reference pixels in right view corresponding to the edge regions in left view by stereo matching. However, directly performing stereo matching between I l and I r is intractable, for that their luma are converted from different color channels (i.e. red and green/blue respectively), hence the difference of pixel value between them cannot infer the similarity score of correspondence. Consequently, we focus on the gradient domain through the matching procedure. Before determining the block similarity between I l and I r at the same frame t, we exploit the following definition of the gradient:
where (x, y) is the pixel coordinate. I t l,x , I t l,y , θ t l denote vertical, horizontal, and direction/angle of gradient in I l at frame t, respectively. The same formulation is also applied to I r and then I t r,x , I t r,y , and θ t r is obtained. Here we regard θ t l and θ t r as the current frame and the reference frame respectively, to perform pixel matching. For each pixel with Mask t = 1 in the left view with coordinate (x, y), we have the block M t Cu,GD (x, y) in θ t l centered at that particular pixel with the size of n × n. On the other hand, we denote M t Re,GD (x, y) as the reference block within a pre-defined search range in θ t r , where the set of potential motion vectors ( x, y) of center pixel is limited to {−Z ≤ x, y ≤ Z } across the frame set t ∈ [t −1, t, t +1]. We set n = 5 and Z = 5 though our experiments and depict the relationship between M t Cu,GD (x, y) and M t Re,GD (x, y) in Fig.8 . Next, for each potential reference block M t Re,GD (x, y) with respect to M t Cu,GD (x, y), we compute the sum of absolute difference (SAD):
where (i, j) are offsets that indicate local neighboring pixels of center (x, y).
Based on (14), our goal is to find the reference block which possess the minimum value of SAD t GD,x,y, x, y,t among 3 × (2Z + 1) × (2Z + 1) candidates in the search range with respect to the current block. This best match corresponds to a motion vector (X GD , Y GD ) and a stamp (T GD ) indicating particular reference frame. Specifically, we have:
where is the set of potential motion vectors. After obtaining the best matching reference pixel in right view, we extract the corresponding green/blue values. The current pixel in left view is thus able to perform demosaicing by [25] with available RGB values. In general, we immediately utilize [25] to reconstruct green/blue channels in right view, while applying our local gradient-based stereo matching method to acquire more sufficient information provided to [25] for demosaicing in the left view.
B. TEMPORAL DEMOSAICING
After spatial demosaicing, we further enhance the quality of anaglyph video by temporal demosaicing presented in this section. In the left view, we focus only on the red channel, and denote the pixels as R which have the initially observed values. On the other hand, we denote pixels as R s whose values were obtained by spatial demosaicing in Sec. III-A, as illustrated in Fig. 9 . Our goal is thus to refine the values of each R s pixel through the following temporal demosaicing process. Similar to spatial demosaicing, we attempt to find a corresponding pixel value within reference frames for each R s pixel of the current frame. In the temporal axis, we consider T reference frames adjacent to the current frame (i.e. T /2 backward frames and T /2 forward frames, respectively.) for pixel/block matching procedure, where T is fixed to 10 through our experiments. For each R s pixel indexed by (x, y), we have the n×n block M t Cu,PV (x, y) centered at (x, y), followed by finding the bestmatching reference block, M t Re,PV (x + x, y+ y), within the search range {−Z ≤ x, y ≤ Z } among the set of reference frames t = t − T /2, . . . , t − 1, t, t + 1, . . . , t + T /2. Here, we set n = 5, Z = 16, and define the best-matching block as the one which has the minimum SAD value with respect to the current block M t Cu,PV (x, y) :
where (i, j) are offsets that indicate local neighboring pixels of center (x, y), and is the set of potential motion vectors ( x, y). The term |M t Cu,PV (·)−M t Re,PV (·)| in Eq(18) represents the pixelwise difference between the current block and the reference block, which is computed in the domain of spatial-demosaiced red channel. After obtaining the frame stamp T PV and the motion vector (X PV , Y PV ) of the bestmatching pixel, we then extract the corresponding pixel value as the temporal-demosaiced output for the current R s pixel.
It is worth mentioning that we aim to refine the current R s pixel by those R ones as depicted in Fig.10 , since initially observed values are intuitively more reliable than spatial demosaiced outputs. Hence, we further examine the validity of the found motion vector (X PV , Y PV ) of R s after pixel/block matching, where the validity of motion vector depends on the spatial relationship between current R s pixel and its neighboring R pixels. To be more specific, the found motion vector (X PV , Y PV ) of current R s pixel is valid if (X PV , Y PV ) ∈ {(2p+1, 2q), (2p+1, 2q+1), (2p, 2q+1)}, where (p, q) are integers. Otherwise, the matching pixel will be R s , and thus we leave the pixel value of the current R s pixel unchanged. In other words, only R s pixel matched to R will be assigned the temporal-demosaiced output, followed by an additional fusion procedure combining spatial and temporal demosaiced outputs, which will be later detailed in Section III-C.
For green/blue channels in the right view, we perform temporal demosaicing in a similar manner as deployed in the red channel. We denote G/B as the initially observed pixels and G s /B s as the spatial-demosaiced ones in green/blue channels, respectively. To find the best-matching reference G/B pixels for current G s /B s pixels, Eq.17-19 were also applied, and the validity of the corresponding found motion vector (X PV , Y PV ) is determined by (X PV , Y PV ) ∈ {(2p, 2q + 1), (2p + 1, 2q)} for green channel and (X PV , Y PV ) ∈ {(2p + 1, 2q), (2p + 1, 2q + 1), (2p, 2q + 1)} for blue channel, respectively. In comparison with the left view, we perform temporal demosaicing in the right view sequentially for blue channel after spatial-temporal fusion for green channel. That is, we compute SAD in the domain of fusion-already green channel for block matching in blue channel, for that the amount of G is twice as B, where more available observed data is provided.
C. FUSION
In this section, we present the way to fuse the two outputs obtained by spatial and temporal demosaicing. Let R s and R t denote the spatial and temporal demosaiced pixel values of red channel in left view, respectively. The final output R final at pixel coordinate (x, y) is then derived from the following weighted-sum equation:
where W s,R and W t,R denote the corresponding weighting coefficients. According to [9] , we assume that ground-truth pixel values R o potentially exist on each pixel in the fullresolution red channel of left view, then R s and R t can be modeled with respect to noisy measurements n s and n t :
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} in (23) to be , and denote the variances of noisy measurements n s and n t as σ s,R and σ t,R , respectively. Based on (20)(21)(22) and the uncorrelation between n s and n t , we have: (24) then the pair of optimal weights can be derived from differentiating with respect to σ s,R and letting it be zero:
Now, we have to estimate σ 2 s,R and σ 2 t,R for weighting computation. Referring to Fig.11 , there are three cases for estimating σ 2 s,R which depends on the spatial correlation between the target pixel R s and neighboring observed pixels R. Let the target pixel R s located at coordinate (x, y) which is later refined, we have the following equation for the first case illustrated in Fig.11(a) :
where λ = 0.2 is a pre-defined constant value referred to [9] , which implies the reported linear relation between the variance σ 2 s,R and the sum of R s − R squared difference in a local neighborhood. The other two cases are similarly , y ) . In addition to the center pixel, four neighboring R s pixels in the current frame and corresponding R pixels in the reference frame are also considered to calculate their pixelwise difference.
formulated in the following equations and corresponds to Fig.11(b) and 11(c) respectively:
According to [9] , the following equation can be derived from (21)(22) and the assumption that n s and n t are uncorrelated:
Since R t (x, y) and R s (x, y) are known and σ 2 s,R is already computed in the previous section, we are now able to estimate σ 2 t,R based on (29) . To be more robust, here we further consider the pixelwise difference within a local neighborhood between the target pixel R s in current frame and the corresponding pixel R t in reference frame found during temporal demosaicing, instead of exploiting only single pixelwise difference at the center. Let R s (x, y) denote the target pixel at coordinate (x, y) in the current frame, and R t (a, b) denote the corresponding pixel at coordinate (a, b) found in the reference frame, we have the following estimation for σ 2 t,R :
where R represents those originally observed pixel values in the reference frame. An example of σ 2 t,R (x, y) estimation is illustrated in Fig.12. After obtaining both σ 2 s,R and σ 2 t,R , the final output R final of the red channel can be computed based on (20) (25) . The fusion procedure for blue channel in right view is quite similar, for that the amount of originally observed pixels in blue channel are the same as in red channel.
In contrast, the amount of originally observed pixels in green channel is twice as in red/blue channel. To compute the variance σ 2 s,G at the pixel coordinate (x, y) in green channel, there is only single case that neighboring observed pixels G distribute around the center pixel G s which is going to be refined. We have Fig.13 to illustrate this and estimate σ 2 s,G from the following equation:
As for σ 2 t,G , we also calculate the pixelwise difference within a local neighborhood between the target pixel G s in current frame and the corresponding pixel G t in reference frame found by temporal demosaicing. Let G s (x, y) denote the target pixel at coordinate (x, y) in the current frame, and G t (a, b) denote the corresponding pixel at coordinate (a, b) found in the reference frame. As illustrated in Fig.14 , we have the following estimation for σ 2 t,G :
where G represents those originally observed pixel values in the reference frame. After obtaining both σ 2 s,G and σ 2 t,G , the fusion output of spatial and temporal demosaicing in green channel can be computed by the resulting pair of weighting coefficients. By separately performing the fusion procedure in RGB channels, the final output anaglyph stereo , y ) . In addition to the center pixel, four neighboring G s pixels in the current frame and corresponding G pixels in the reference frame are also considered to calculate their pixelwise difference. video of our Proposed-420mono method is derived from simply composing red channel of all frames in the left view and green/blue channel of all frames in the right view, respectively.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of our proposed stereo video streaming system, we consider ballet and breakdancer of multiview video database [29] as test videos, where the frame rate is 30 fps and the resolution is 384 × 512. In these testing multiview videos, we group two frame sets captured from adjacent views into one pair of test set, and then perform our system on all test sets containing each view through our experiments. Two example test pairs of ballet and breakdancer sequences are illustrated in Fig.15 .
At the beginning, we convert the RGB images from both views into Bayer pattern mosaic images (CFA) for simulating input stereo pair. Later in our experiment, we will compare five different encoding format in the transmission process. In the first one, we perform demosaicing for CFA images from both views as the inputs, and convert their color space into YCbCr followed by 4:2:0 compression. We named this codec as Trad-JMVC-420, for that we adopt JMVC 8.5 of multiview video coding for encoding input pairs. In the second one, we also have demosaiced input pairs converted into YCbCr space, followed by adopting 4:4:4 compression format. Note that here we encode left view and right view separately by H.264/AVC 4:4:4 (JM 18.2), resulting in the output to be two bitstream, and thus we named this codec as Trad-H.264/AVC-444. The third one is almost the same as the former one, where the only difference is to utilize YCbCr 4:2:0 for compression and thus named as Trad-H.264/ AVC-420. In general, the above mentioned three encoding formats belong to the traditional streaming system.
Although, the encoding efficiency of MVC is better than individual H.264/AVC to the best of our knowledge, we adopt H.264/AVC in our proposed streaming system for the reason that H.264/AVC codec is the mainstream for video compression in recent years. The fourth and fifth codec we considered are Proposed-444 method and Proposed-420mono method, which adopts JM 18.2 H.264/AVC 4:4:4 and JM 18.2 H.264/AVC 4:2:0 format for compression in our system, respectively. For Proposed-420mono method, we additionally consider four demosaicing algorithms for stereo video construction, in order to verify the effectiveness of our proposed spatial-temporal demosaicing. Among these demosaicing algorithms, SPA 420mono-MGB is the only one to implement [25] for spatial demosaicing. In contrast, SPA 420mono-LGB is the combination of [25] and our proposed local gradient-based stereo matching adapted to red channel as detailed in Section III-A. Then, TEM 420mono-MGB and TEM 420mono-LGB are the extensions of SPA 420mono-MGB and SPA 420mono-LGB, where temporal demosaicing is integrated, respectively.
For testing the video settings, we employ IP. . . P group of pictures (GOP) as the video format, and empirically set GOP = 16 through our experiments. We also have different quantization parameters (QP) for testing: QPI = 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, QPP = QPI + 2, where QPI and QPP are the QP values of I-frame and P-frame, respectively. For quantitative evaluation, we apply the average Composite Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (CPSNR) on full color channels of all frames, followed by plotting the Rate-Distortion (R-D) curves of different transmission systems in Fig.16 , where x-axis represents the required bitrate for stereo video compression, and y-axis represents CPSNR value of the output video. From both figures, we can generally observe that the R-D curve of Trad-H.264/AVC-420 is below other systems, indicating that its output video quality is the worst one when the bitrate VOLUME 5, 2017 of compression is fixed. In Trad-JMVC-420, though the encoding efficiency of MVC is better than individual H.264/AVC, its overall CPSNR is lower than Trad-H.264/ AVC-444 with respect to the fixed bitrate, which is mainly due to the application of additional downsampling procedure before compression. As for our Proposed-444 method and Proposed-420mono method, both of them are fairly superior to the traditional ones in terms of R-D curve, where we can utilize minor bitrate for compression and achieve higher CPSNR value of the output stereo video. In other words, it can be verified that compressing only parts of color channels for anaglyph synthesis is feasible to maintain a high quality output.
In addition, we integrate spatial and temporal demosaicing into Proposed-420mono method for further improvement, hence a comprehensive comparison of four distinct demosaicing algorithms is also plotted in Fig. 16 . We can observe that, better output performance is demonstrated by SPA 420mono-LGB rather than by 420mono-MGB in R-D curves, for that we incorporate local gradient-based stereo matching scheme into the former one to reduce blocking effects in edge regions. Moreover, a noticeable improvement is presented when temporal demosaicing is further adopted. To summarize, TEM 420mono-LGB takes the first place in the overall performance among these demosaicing algorithms, in which local gradient-based stereo matching of spatial demosaicing and temporal demosaicing are all considered for reconstructing output stereo video.
To show that our algorithms are able to generate high quality output stereo video, we present example patches of different methods in Fig.17 and Fig.18 . In ballet sequence, we choose the stereo view of camera 1-2 for observation. From Fig.17(b)(c) , we can see that either H.264/AVC-420 or MVC compression of traditional transmission systems will produce severe artifacts in both smooth and edge regions. Especially, there is a significant difference of color variation on edges between the input frame and Trad-H.264/AVC-420's output, where we show the absolute difference of left view between them in Fig.17 for further evaluation. In Fig.17(d) , artifacts in smooth regions were alleviated in Proposed-444 method, but certain blocking effect is still visible in edge regions. As for Fig.17 (e)(f)(g), irregular shading can be observed on edges where we mark them by red rectangle as Region of Interest (ROI). In contrast, the integrity of homogeneous and discontinuity regions can both be preserved as shown in Fig.17(h) , thus incorporating temporal demosaicing and local gradient-based stereo matching of spatial demosaicing. Further, this process exhibits a promising result, which is closest to the original stereo input.
In breakdancer sequence, we evaluate the stereo outputs of camera view 0-1 and we display the example patches located on the radio of the scene. Similarly, blocking effect on discontinuity regions can be observed in Fig.18(b)(c)(d) , while there are only slight differences with respect to the input frame in terms of color variation (here we give the corresponding difference images in Fig.18 ). The effectiveness of local gradient-based stereo matching in spatial demosaicing can be also verified by comparing Fig.18(e) and Fig.18(f) , where more sharp edges were preserved by SPA 420mono-LGB. When temporal demosaicing is added, further improvement in image details can be seen in Fig.18 (h) (TEM 420mono-LGB), which achieves the best performance among these algorithms.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present Proposed-444 method and Proposed420mono method to improve the anaglyph stereo video transmission process. We reduce the required color channels for compression in both the algorithms, and simultaneously propose an integration of spatial and temporal demosaicing, together with a local gradient-based stereo matching procedure for promising quality of reconstructed output video in the Proposed-420mono method. Quantitative and qualitative empirical results confirmed that our proposed algorithms outperform traditional transmission systems in terms of R-D curve and visual performance.
